FUNCTIONAL,
MODERN DESIGN
WITH YOUR
LIFESTYLE IN MIND
Simple, sleek and powerful, ergonomic
and energy efficient. Our new range
of Leisurerite Spas combine technology
and design to create a range of spas to
suit every Australian home and budget.
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Buying a spa isn’t just about entertaining your tribe or creating
a peaceful sanctuary in your home, it’s also an investment in
your wellbeing; with 1 in 8 Australians now experiencing high
levels of stress. Leisurerite Spas newly designed range has been
created with your needs in mind.
*Stats Beyond Blue

REMEDIATION
Our new range of spas combine comfort and technology
with jet configurations that will benefit your unique needs.
Hydrotherapy can assist in reducing general aches and
pains, aids in improving your circulation and relax tight
muscles, while minimising the impact on joints.

RELAXATION
Imagine coming home to your very own Leusureite Spa,
setting the mood with our premium lighting, playing your
favourite tunes via our Bluetooth ready stereo system
and configuring the jets to provide the perfect level of
relaxation or remediation you need. Whether you are
going solo or connecting with your crew,
there is a model to suit every lifestyle.

CONNECTION
It is now a proven scientific fact that spending quality
time connecting with others, be it our tribe, crew, family
or dyad, inspires and fosters happiness! Whether it is a
quiet night in with your special one, a weekend gathering
with friends or family time with the kids, a Leisurerite Spa,
is more than just a spa, it will become the heart of your home.
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PROUDLY
AUSTRALIAN MADE
Not only are Leisurerite Spas built to last
in the harsh Australian climate, using the
highest quality components sourced from
the world’s best suppliers. All of our spas
are proudly Australian made, meaning
we can stringently test and maintain the
quality of all of our spas.
This hands-on local approach means all
of our products are tested before ending
up in your home, ensuring the reliability
of every spa, that is also backed by our
100 year TuffFrameTM structural warranty.
As well as proudly allowing us to provide
local jobs and support Australia’s
manufacturing industry.
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INNOVATION
Our new range of Leisurerite Spas combine the latest technology and modern,
simple design to create a series of spas to suit every Australian home and budget.
Featuring refined spa profiles, that are both ergonomic and energy efficient.
Newly designed jet configurations that have been honed to provide flexibility
and are customisable to your unique needs. As well as number of features
such as: mood lighting and a titanium heater that come as standard inclusions
on a number of our models.

CONSTRUCTION
Proudly Australian made, the Leisurerite Spa range is built to withstand the harsh
Australian climate, with all of our spas undergoing stringent integrity testing before
leaving the factory.
In addition to our TuffBaseTM and TuffFrameTM (that are wood free) to ensure you,
your family and friends years of enjoyment and relaxation from your Leisurerite Spa.

UNPRECEDENTED
100 YEAR WARRANTY
Due to our local manufacturing capabilities and stringent quality control,
Leisurerite Spas proudly offers an unprecedented 100 year TuffFrameTM structural
warranty on all of our spas. No other spa manufacturer can provide this
level of peace of mind that your investment will stand the test of time.
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HYDROTHERAPY SEATS
Hydrotherapy can assist in targeting and treating a wide
range of conditions in relation to stress, injury, rehabilitation
or muscular discomfort.
Our newly refined ergonomic seats have been created with
comfort in mind, while allowing our specially placed jet
configurations to target and penetrate sensitive areas and
key pressure points, such as the neck, back and shoulders.
1.

2.

3.

4.

HYDRO
TWIST

RIGOR
STREAM

SOLE
TWIST

BODY
STREAM

WATER
LEVEL
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Whether you are
in the mood for an
intense massage on
a localised area or
a relaxing over all
massage, the Hydro
Twist seat is for
you, combining a
number of spin and
directional jets for a
personalised effect.

The Rigor Stream
seat features 4
strategically placed
Micro Hurricane
Pulsating Jets which
are perfect for deep
tissue massages
as well as a large
directional jet
suitable for a more
intense massage.

The Sole Twist seat
features a single
Hurricane Spin Jet
that is perfect for
helping to relax sore
or tense muscles
and provide a
soothing all-over
massage effect.

The Body Stream
seat is recommended
for those looking
for concentrated
remediation and
relaxation. Boasting 2
types of directional jets
and 4 Micro Hurricane
Pulsating Jets, this seat
is perfect for those
looking for intense and
deep tissue massages.

WI-FI READY
Our Wi-Fi ready technology makes controlling your spa
anywhere, any time from your smart device easy… Adjust the
temperature, set the mood with our colour changing mood
lights and have your spa just the way you like it every time.

Whether you require an intense deep tissue massage
or a broad-spectrum, all-over massage to leave you feeling
relaxed and rejuvenated, there is a Leisurerite seat option
to suit every individual need.

AUSTRALIAN MADE
Made in Australia, for Australians, our spas meet the strictest
quality and safety standards which are all backed by our
unprecedented 100 year TuffFrameTM structural warranty.

TITANIUM HEATER

5.

TENACITY
PULSATE

6.

7.

PRECISION EXTREMITY
STREAM
TWIST

8.

STERN
STREAM

Our Titanium Heaters are iron free and have been built
to perform in all water conditions. Titanium is the most
corrosive resistant material available for spa heaters due to its
non-magnetic properties that repel particles that could cause
corrosion. Its low thermal expansion rate also greatly reduces
the occurrence of structural fatigue and fractures.

PREMIUM WATER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
When you choose a Leisurerite Spa you will have peace
of mind knowing you can spend more time relaxing
and less time worrying about maintenance.
Our system combines an Advanced Plasma Gap Technology
Ozone, Microban Filters and an Eco Filtration Pump that turns
over the water in a medium sized spa on average 45 times
per hour to keep your spa sparkling with crystal clear, clean
water that is filtered 4 times above the industry standard.

If you play a lot of sport,
have an active lifestyle
or work a physically
demanding job, the
Tenacity Pulsate seat is
a great option providing
deep tissue relief.
Featuring a Hurricane
Pulsating Jet and 4 Mini
Hurricane Pulsating
Jets, this seat will have
you feeling relaxed and
rejuvenated in no time.

Imagine sinking back
into a seat with 10
Micro Hurricane
Directional Jets all
aimed at a specific
area to create
an overall acute
massage experience
to help relieve tired
and tight muscles.

This seat offers the
ultimate flexibility
with its combination
of directional and
spin jets, letting you
switch between an
intense, targeted
massage or a broadspectrum, relaxing
massage experience.

Need to relax and
unwind fast, the Stern
Stream seat is for you,
featuring 2 directional
jets that get to work
instantly on sore and
tired muscles.

COLOUR CHANGING
MOOD LIGHTS
Whether you’re relaxing after a long day or entertaining the tribe,
our Colour Changing Mood Lights use advanced colour light
programming technology to set the scene.
Enjoy no-maintenance light shows in a myriad of varying
colour hues to compliment every occasion.
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INSPIRE
A NEW LEVEL OF LUXURY…
The INSPIRE is designed with luxury in mind.
With two full length loungers, couples full back
deep therapy seats and space that makes you feel
like royalty, The Inspire luxuriously seats up to six
adults. With a massive 55 hydrotherapy jets, you can
count on everyone getting a full range of massage
combinations from relaxing to invigorating. If luxury
is what you are after, The Inspire is the spa for you!

6
Spa Seats
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2
Spa Lounges

55
Massage Jets

L: 2270 W: 2270
H: 900mm

JET CONFIGURATION

Wi-Fi
Option

Titanium
Heater

Premium
Water
Management

Colour
Changing
Mood Lights
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TRIBE
THE PARTY STARTER…
With ample room for up to 8 adults, The TRIBE is the
perfect spa for those who love to entertain at home.
The Tribe provides power and versatility to provide
every seat with a complete deep tissue massage
experience. You can adjust the volume of air coming
out of each of the jets with the private air controls
located near each seat. With The Tribe in your
backyard, you are sure to get the party started!

JET CONFIGURATION

8
Spa Seats
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Spa Lounges

38
Massage Jets

L: 2270 W: 2270
H: 900mm

Wi-Fi
Option

Titanium
Heater

Premium
Water
Management

Colour
Changing
Mood Lights

JET CONFIGURATION

CREW
MID SIZE… BIG ON COMFORT
The CREW delivers everything most people are
looking for in a spa. From our single lounge to our
two deep therapy seats, the Crew seats up to six,
making it perfect for families. You can enjoy a relaxing
deep tissue massage for all the large muscle groups,
or you can dial down the pressure for a more
refined massage.

Wi-Fi
Option

Titanium
Heater

Colour
Changing
Mood Lights

6
Spa Seats

1
Spa Lounges

35
Massage Jets

L: 2000 W: 2000
H: 900mm
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CONNECT
BALANCED IN DIMENSION
AND DESIGN…
The CONNECT is an improved version of what is
already one of Leisurerite’s most popular spa pools.
It has been one of our best sellers due to the two
full length loungers and full back deep therapy seat.
The Connect is great for couples or families. If you
are looking for a place to simply relax in privacy,
The Connect is the spa for you!

JET CONFIGURATION

5
Spa Seats

12

2
Spa Lounges

36
Massage Jets

L: 2000 W: 2000
H: 900mm

Wi-Fi
Option

Titanium
Heater

Colour
Changing
Mood Lights

JET CONFIGURATION

DYAD
PERFECT FOR TWO OR MORE…
The DYAD is ideal for those looking for a compact
luxury spa that offers all the features of a large spa.
This spa fits well in areas where space is limited,
yet still offers a 90cm depth and enough room to
comfortably seat up to four people. This rectangular
spa is ideal for smaller patios, yards and decks.
For young couples or empty nesters, the Dyad
is the smart choice.

Wi-Fi
Option

Titanium
Heater

Colour
Changing
Mood Lights

4
Spa Seats

Spa Lounges

26
Massage Jets

L: 2100 W: 1600
H: 900mm
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SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

INSPIRE

TRIBE

Seating Capacity

6

8

Dry Weight (KG)

315

315

Dimensions (mm)

2270 x 2270 x 900mm

2270 x 2270 x 900mm

Water Capacity

1400L

1400L

Power Requirements

240 volts, Load Shed 21 amps,
Full Load 33 amps

240 volts, Load Shed 21 amps,
Full Load 33 amps

HyFlow Massage Pump

2 x Single Speed Pump

2 x Single Speed Pump

Total Number of Jets

55

38

Water Management System

Premium Water Management

Premium Water Management

Cabinets Available

EternaWood - Coastal Grey
or Moroccan Brown
Cabinet Premium Select Charcoal or Walnut

EternaWood - Coastal Grey
or Moroccan Brown
Cabinet Premium Select Charcoal or Walnut

Acrylic Available

Snow or Sterling Marble

Snow or Sterling Marble

Acrylic Luster
Pearl Shadow, Ocean Wave
or White Pearl

Acrylic Luster
Pearl Shadow, Ocean Wave
or White Pearl

Acrylic Premium
Deep Waters or Midnight Canyon

Acrylic Premium
Deep Waters or Midnight Canyon

OPTIONS

Spa Colours
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Premium Lighting

Premium Lighting

Bluetooth Stereo

Bluetooth Stereo

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

-

Cabinet Colours

UNIQUELY YOU
We have a number of customisable extras to make
any Leisurerite Spa fit your individual needs and décor.

DYAD
4

250

250

220

2000 x 2000 x 900mm

2000 x 2000 x 900mm

2100 x 1600 x 900mm

900L

900L

675L

240 volts, Load Shed 15 amps,
Full Load 23 amps

240 volts, Load Shed 15 amps,
Full Load 23 amps

240 volts, Load Shed 15 amps,
Full Load 23 amps

1 x Two Speed Pump

1 x Two Speed Pump

1 x Two Speed Pump

35

36

26

-

-

-

EternaWood - Coastal Grey
or Moroccan Brown
Cabinet Premium Select Charcoal or Walnut

EternaWood - Coastal Grey
or Moroccan Brown
Cabinet Premium Select Charcoal or Walnut

EternaWood - Coastal Grey
or Moroccan Brown
Cabinet Premium Select Charcoal or Walnut

Snow or Sterling Marble

Snow or Sterling Marble

Snow or Sterling Marble

Acrylic Luster
Pearl Shadow, Ocean Wave
or White Pearl

Acrylic Luster
Pearl Shadow, Ocean Wave
or White Pearl

Acrylic Luster
Pearl Shadow, Ocean Wave
or White Pearl

Acrylic Premium
Deep Waters or Midnight Canyon

Acrylic Premium
Deep Waters or Midnight Canyon

Acrylic Premium
Deep Waters or Midnight Canyon
Premium Lighting

Bluetooth Stereo

Bluetooth Stereo

Bluetooth Stereo

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Premium Water Management

Premium Water Management

Premium Water Management

Premium Lighting
Our Colour Changing Mood Lights uses advanced colour light
programming technology to deliver no-maintenance light shows in
varying colour hues to set the mood for every occasion.

EXTERIOR FINISH

Our stunning premium cabinet colours are sure to make a statement
in any home. Choose from Charcoal or Walnut.

SPA FINISH

Our spas come standard in Sterling Marble or Snow but can be
upgraded from our two premium ranges that include:
Acrylic Lustre - Pearl Shadow, Ocean Wave or White Pearl
Acrylic Premium - Deep Waters or Midnight Canyon

WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Our Premium water management system has a low-flow pump
which circulate the water in your spa non-stop, in a slow,
controlled motion that continuously heats, treats and filters
the water while making your spa more energy efficient.
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Premium Lighting

Stereo System
With Bluetooth compatibility, you can connect to your favourite playlists or
party tunes with a touch of a button via your smartphone or tablet.

G

Premium Lighting

AMBIENCE

Create the perfect mood for any occasion.
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Available at

1300 JUST SPAS or www.justspas.com.au

